German Language Requirement

Master English-based program

Your study program at Deggendorf Institute of Technology is an English-based program. However, a German language certificate is a mandatory part of the curriculum.

In order to verify that each student meets the required language level, students have to write a placement test at the Department of Languages and Electives at DIT.

You will be allotted an appointment for the placement test upon your arrival at the University. The test is mandatory for all new students. *

Depending on the results of the test the University will recommend a suitable language course.

Bachelor/Master German-based program

Your study program at Deggendorf Institute of Technology is a German-based program.

In order to verify that each student meets the required language level, students have to hand in a German language certificate

IMPORTANT

If you do not present a valid German language certificate within the deadline set by DIT you will be expelled from your studies at DIT. (Please see details regarding the respective programs and their deadlines for language certificates on our website.)

I hereby confirm that I have read and understood the German language requirements outlined above and the details given on DIT’s website.

_________________________  ______________________________
Date  Signature

* Students who have already acquired a valid German language certificate are except from this regulation (the following institutions are accepted: TestDaF / DSH / telc / Goethe Institute)
For details and further exceptions please see our website.